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ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Zuko the heartthrob. This handsome boy looks like an 

American bully/pitbull mix, around 65/70 lbs, a little on the 

short side and thick.\nThis sweet boy is looking for a home 

that is experienced with the breeds and in a home with 

adults and children over the age of 12. He doesnt seem to 

care too much about cats and when it comes to dogs he is 

selective, he likes certain dogs very much and other 

personalities he does not mesh well with. A potential 

housemate would need to be assessed prior to adoption. 

The sex does not matter male or female.\nZuko has a 

great personality. He is very affectionate with his favorite 

people that take the time to work with him. He is eager to 

please his humans and will work for treats. Zuko is 

currently working on some impulse control and leash 

manners, he is doing well. With the right handling he is 

very polite and acts like a gentleman when on leash. When 

he meets strangers on leash he is reserved and tends to 

ignore them, we have seen that with strangers Zuko can 

become a bit protective so its important a potential 

adopter has experience with this behavior and can work 

through that when Zuko is in their home.\nCurrently Zuko 

is in boarding and is undergoing some basic training, 

obedience, leash manners and socializing, he is a good 

candidate for continued training. At this time he is also 

used to sleeping in a run and having space to himself, that 

doesnt stop him from screaming for attention whenever 

possible.\n\nZuko enjoys chewing on bones and can be 

playful with some toys. He also likes to be outside 

exploring and running around. If you are interested in 

learning more about Zuko, please feel free to contact his 

trainer Kseniya:\n847-338-3252\n\nIf you would like to 

adopt Zuko, please fill out an application at: https://

www.dogsaredeservingrescue.com/adoptable-dogs/

adoption-application/
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